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Morris says Emmons used unethical tactics
BY BON
\BY
BON WUKESON
WUKESON

gjgM

AND SUSAN CALLAN
Guardian Writers
An overflow attendance of students forced ih? Friday Caucus
meeting to move to a larger room
to confront t controversial issue
of unethical campaign tactics.
Graduate Representative Mike
Morris accused Business Rep
(and candidate) Mary Emmons of
seeking "unfair advantage" by
using Inter Club council materials for campaign posters. ICC
facilities, said Morris, are "for
clubs and organizations" end not
I gain.
stated that she had
asked an ICC member if she
could use some of their materials
(Primarily paint and paper), and
was told to go ahead. She
maintained that she didn't deliberately try to gain unfair advantage .
"I don't think there was any
mistake involved here." said
Morris. "You didn't know it was
wrong to use ICC (facilities)
when the other guy running
against you cen't use them?"...
I'm calling you a liar to your
face!"
"1 didn't know I was in the
wrong."Emmons said. She further staled that whatever she had
done was out of "ignorance "
"I'm telling you you're lying!"
said Morris. "1 don't believe
you're that dumb."
"This could have been taken
care of in a much quieter way."
I Chairer Ed Silver. He had
I earlier that the matter
handled after other
and the issue was held
off until the new business part of
the meeting.
Morris pursued the issue ;i
what Silver described as a
big theatrical p r o d u c t i o n p r o ducing the posters in quc«'.i»n
"I'd like to know where you
got those. " said Emmons, who
that they had been
I from the walls and kept
in her office.
"5 don't care what you want to
know." Morris responded.

••/'</ like to know where you go those.'' said Mary Emmons at
last Friday's Caucus meeting a s her campaign posters were
displayed...
"They certainly weren't your void the candidacy of the offenproperty." stated Silver.
der."
Although the meny* is signed
"They're University property!" Morris replied. He declined Student Caucus, Silver said "it
to answer by what authority he wasn't formally approved by
had taken the posters.
Caucus."
"I would have liked to have
"It was more strongly worded
made a bigger deal of this...in than I'd have liked it to be,"
the future these types of things continued Silver. "It could be
should be closely monitored," construed as an allegation
Morris said. He added that with against (Emmons), which, 1 be"students...in a position to take
lieve. wasn't the intent of
advantage of other students,"
similar future incidents could
Silver continued that the memo
occur.
should be understood to mean
Silver noted that "the Dean
that in future cases the void
of Students office didn't feel (this ruling could apply. He also
case) was a deception," and that
stated that the rule should apply
the election committee's only
to deliberate violations, and
ruling in the case was that the just unwittingly making a misposters could not be used for take or a technicality "
campaigning, even if the mater-'
Earlier in the meeting. Dsvid
Atwaler, assistant to the presials used were to be paid for.
Education Rep Mike Lewis ident at Wright State, spoke to
suggested that the Election com- Caucus in his capacity as a
mittee make the rules for cam- lobbyist, describing the current
paigning available with petitions.
status of WSU's budget allotMorris issued a memo yes- ment from the state.
Atwater said a bureaucratic
terday to "Students. Candidates,
liie Student Election Commis- "error" in the budget figures
sion. and The Dean of Student's nearly cost WSU a million dolOffice." stating that "in the lars.
While examirting the figures
instance of...campaign abuses,
*<e would recommend that the for WSU. administrators noticed
Student Election Commission
that the increase of monev slated

Budget board slashes student salaries
BY BARBARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer

In a weekend meeting,
board slashed student
and vetoed requests
u l help and office
while at the sfine time approving
the Guardian's proposed
for a daily paper.
"The total requested is just
under the amount the University's appropriated. But each item
that should go in a pinch should
also go in prosperity...if we can

do it for $90,000, there's no
excuse for doing it for $95,000
(WSU's appropriation for student
activities)." sUied Budget board
chtirer George Moore.
"This is the era of 'labors of
love'," said board member and
Caucus representative Nelda
Martinez. She added that students ocing high-level jobs in
organizations gained exlist on their resu
This year's Nexus staff consists of an editor, assistant editor, and art editor, who receive
$1000 and $500 respectively. Oae

of Nexui' proposed budgets included a 25 percent salary increase for the staff. Under the
new arrangement, a literary assistant and a production assistant
will replace the assistant editor.
The board chose to cut the
editor s salary to $500 and to
leave the other staffers i t $500
pet year. "If anyone gets paid, it
shouldn't
the editor," argued
Moore, saying that an unpaid
editor was more likely to delegate responsibility tc other staf'crs than a paid editor. "1
give them all the same.'
(continued on page 11)

don't

care what you

Morris.

for WSU was only 11.6 percent,
while other universities were
getting IS per-ent increases in
, their operating budgets.
"They turned on me and bared
their fangs and said what have
you done,"Atwater sa'd.
Realising that "something was
out of line", they re-examined
the figures and found an error in
the second year of the biennium
which would have given WSU
17,036 million for the 78-79
school year instead of the 18.(116
million the University was supposed to get. Atwater went to
Columbus to straighten out the
"Every once in a while 1 get
the feeling I earn my salary." he

«

int to know." responded Mike
IBob Paulson photos. ]
said.
Atwater noted that despite the
proposed budget increases, fees
are likely to go up in the fall.
"It is too late now to
fees for the summer
Atwater said, but he noted that
"we are short ...out of balance
by about two million dollars for
next
year."The package up before the
Ohio House now would give
WSU 16.564 million dollars for
Ihe 77-78 school year, and 18.036
million for 78-79. a total of 34.6
million for the biennium, according to Atwater. "These figures
are not final," he s«id.
(continued on pa*e 3)

Fee hikes not in plan
for summer: Murray
and keep programs at their
current levei. the University
would need to charge an additional $60 per quarter.
"We're not even considering
Dr John V Murray, vice-presi- that. We'd price ourselves right
dent for academic affairs, told out of the market." Murray said.
Academic Council yesterday that He added that administrators will
fee increases are not in the be attempting to reduce expendipicture for summer quarter, but tures and increase revenues to
that the administration "will en- control the budget situation
In other fvtion, Student Cautertain the idea in the fall."
Speaking at the last Council cus Chairer, Ed Silver, made a
meeting of the academic year. motion to place a student repreMurrsy said the Ohio House of sentative on the Faculty A flairs
Representatives will vote on a committee. The motion was sebill endorsing Governor James A conded by Mary Emmons, busiRhodes' siate bud|(et plan that, if ness representative to the Stupassed by the House and upheld dent Caucus.
Silver said " ! think it would be
by the Senate, would deal Wright
State a $168,000 decrease over an asset !o the Faculty Affairs
this year's subsidies for the committee to have student input.
1977-78. the first year of the new Many of the issues that come up
before tSie Faculty Affairs combixnniura.
The cut would represent a 5.2 mittee have something to do with
.'.is
the student body."
The motion was tabled for discussion in the Facu.ty Affairs
Murray said that in
statewide
committee.
BY THOMAS BEYERLEIN
Guardian Editor
and DAVID McELROY '
Guardian Copy Editor

V
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RSB protests Merrill Lynch
BV KEN DUNBAR
Guardian Staff Writer
"Merrill Lynch is a partner in
racism, robbety and murder."
says a leaflet in bold red, being
circulated by the Revolutionary
Studen" Brigade.
Barry Schlaile explained thai
the Brigade's main project is to
stop ihe sale of the krugerand.
South Africa's gold currency, in
order to keep US investments
oii.
Merrill Lynch sells the krugerand. though the Dayton City

commission has formally condemned 'hi sale, Schlaile noted.
Schlaile added that picketing
will be held in front of Merrill
Lynch downtown May 13.
"The US is the main backer (of
the South African government).
The US has made billions of
dollars in South Africa." Schlaile
added that while the US u formally condemning South Africa's
racism "the investments are still
there."
Schlaile's wife. Debbie, noted
"The wars tha't they are waging
(in South Africa) for liberation

Oh qo^lwwnP&r your
mother on w day
vv'itti candy and , '
-flower w w -VNz
-HoicM/ T+ee

are just wars. They want to
benefit from their own natural
resources-set production to meet
the needs of their own people,
which is why we aic supporting
them."
"Imagine what it would do for
the US to be kicked out of SA "
Schlaile stated "Historically
st'idcnt-; have played a role in
society-supplied a spark. You
know the student demonstrations
played an important part in get
ting the US out of Vietnam."
Schlaile s!so noted that Ohio
State has recently divested Itself
of all investments with South

Candidates to debate

First National Bank
FAIRBORN, OHIO

V,A:~. . •'
Full Service Bank
TStswdDffice .
1 W Main Street'

Despite the fart that Sideras is
the only nominee on the bailot.
Strub. a write-in undid ate,
hasn't lost hope. "I think I'm
going to give him a good run."
he said.
Strub added, however, "1 wish
I had gotten on the ballot, now, I
really do."
For Strub, yesterday's campaigning consisted of making
contact with students and distributing flyers, in the fiver, Strub
drew attention to a statement by
Sideras which appeared in the
April 28 Wright State Guardian.
calling for the implementation of
a "certified college graduation
test." which would have to be
passed before a student could
receive a diploma.
The two candidates plan to
stage a debate on the quad toda\
at 12 noon.

•5-Point Branch
10 W Dayton Yellow
- 7 ' Springs Rd

878-7241
ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

Hemember...
Mother's

*

George M Sideras

Africa.
BY THOMAS BEYERLE1N
"it's our rulers who are over
Guardian Editor
there messing them over."
Schlaile said. "It's very possible
that the US might send troops
The two major contenders for
over " to protect US investthe 1977-78 Student Caucus
ments, he warned.
chairer
scat. George M Sideras
The Schlailcs noted that companies such as CM Chrysler and and Dave Strub. got down to
Ford pay their workers in South some serious campaigning yesAfrica 32 cents an hour. Miners, terday as general election polls
on the average, receive S30 per opened in Allvn and Miliett halls
month The national average for and the University library .
Sideras spent most of the day
fatalities in the mines, they
staled, was "three die per day talking to students near the
polling
spots. His campaign orper shift . "
The Stiiiaiies recently aitended ganization distributed long, thin
a national demonstration for slips of paper bearing the Sideras
name in various classes.
South Africa in Chicago,

fspecial -floms, plante.cbrty
^ new merchandise)
I

•'

Day — M a y 8

[ o)
iv?'rs 175)
^EvWiAlslru

For a day devoted to Mom . .
jewelry always says something
special Beautiful yold necklaces,
bracelets.eamnijs. chains or
unusual neck pieces

CPA
REVIEW
Cincinnati
CnlumhuK
Da. inn
"
,

Dansk
peppermills. H
crafted from 1
beautiful teak woo

I Nogent mint dish
(Famous Laltque satin
Ilead crystal

Round Ptrsons J
bowl by Lalique [ f l
A delicate ! n |
sculpturing of V J
birds and foliage fl
9Zt~ across by
3'/i" high.

Dansk Dinnerware
Design*, beautiful,
unique and strong

Mother will love yet. for it!

RUJmiUPiMsHij

Jeivdafs

Fine Jewetry. Distinctive Gilts
Downtown 38 North Main - 223 »TMC
Kike s Keltenng Shopping Center — 2 * 6907

5l3-65I-44«7
614-224-3290
513-426-50*7

COUKStS BEGIN MA* I t » MO»_M

Graduates!
J o b Hunting!
H»v« year resume' prepared
with a prufestieiuU touch.

The Copy Clinic
Low Coat
Information Service"
864-7874
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ACLU to help student lobby group with lawsuit
(continued from page 1)
In other business. Liberal Arts
Rep Jayne Lynch told Caucus
that the American Civil Liberties
Union would help the Ohio Students Association bring a lawsuit
against the state of Ohio for
denying students the right to use
student funds to support a lobbyist. ACLU would like Caucus to
join P.Z plaintiffs in the suit.
Sjmc Caucus members felt
•hat Caucus should not join as
plaintiffs. "While we support
it."Silver noted, "Caucus will be
changing hands."
Candidate for Caucus Chairer
Dave Strub said "I'd support it
and I'm pretty sure George
(Sideras. the other candidate for
Chairer) would."
Lynch noted th»t Caucus would
assume "no legal or monetary
responsibility." if thev bccame
plaintiffs.
Strub observed that if WSU
isn't brought into the suit, "you
don't have to worry about the
University spending money on a
frivolous suit."

WSU vehicle
rental prices
to increase
BY CHERYL CONATSER
Guardian Staff Writer
The transportation services department has increased service
chargcs effective July 1. 1977.
In the past, charges for these
vehicles did not recover cost ol
the vehicles. It only covered gas.
oil. and repairs. The past cost did
not include anything about replacement. according to Arlo
Ragan. controller and chief fiscal
offiver.
"The new prices were checked
out with area rental agencies."
remarked Ragan. "and our new
prices are still lower than outside
agencies, i'lic transportation system is not now self-supporting,
bo', that is our ultimate goal."
According to Ragan the department with the largest increase will be the permanently
assigned vehicles, such as the
security department vehicles.
"In some instances we arc
talking about a substantial increase." commented Richard V
Grewe. security and parking services director, on the transportation increase. "I think it is
premature to discuss the effects,
because the result of the increase
has not been evaluated. The
impact still has to be evaluated
by the administration."
"I've asked for flgv-es to be
supplied by the transportation
department on the increases so
they can be evaluated," continued Grewe.
According to Grewe the first
permanent parking committee,
the standing parking committee,
will meet sometime next week.
The transportation increase will
probably be on the agenda for
discussion.

Morris, worrying that the suit
might still involve WSU as a
co-defendant, questioned the
wisdom of having the University
spend money for court costs.
"There is no guarantee that the
case would be won...the University could potentially spend.,
thousands of dollars."
Nursing Rep Neldi Mattinev
agreed that "the long-range effects should be taxen into account.'
Lynch argued that "Wright
State is getting lawsuits from
everybody and his brother, students seldom institute these
things." She added that if professors could sue the University
for personal disputes, students
should involve themselves in a
suit that couid gain them the
right to lobby using University
funds tliat came out of their own
tuition.
"1 want to see Student Caucus
get involved; 1 like lobbying."
said Morris, "but we're representatives of the students, not
ourselves."

Lynch said that should the
University be brought into the
suit as a co-defendant, they
would only have to pay half of
the court costs at worst.
Caucus unanimously agreed to
encourage individual students to
become plaintiffs in the suit,
while not becoming involved
themselves as a body.
In the chairer'j report. Silver
presented Caucus with a letter
from ICC requesting support for
keeping the moat (outside Allyn
lounge) a moat despite physical
piant suggestions that it be
turned into c flower garden.
During discussion h was said
that costs for painting, maintainance.and a needed new filter
system would be more expensive
than just ftllit.g the moat with
dirt and planting shrubs and
flowers.
"I find that when (the moat) is
clean and has water in it. it adds
to the attractiveness of the University."Morris said.
"It looks like a sorry sight,"
Martinez stated. She added that

while the moat requires yearly
attention, a garden would be
mostly a one-time effort to start.
"I can't imagine how ridiculous i: (a garden) would look,"
said Morris.
Silver felt that "with some
work the moat would look good."
Lynch agreed that "if they (ICC)
.re willing to clean the moat and
paint it once a year. I think that's
a reasonable proposition."
Morris moved that Caucus
write ICC a letter stating opposition to the flower garden; the
motion failed by a four to three
vote.
Caucus agreed to give University Center board MX) dollars
from the Caucus surplus of funds
to help them with their deficit,
and to send UCB a letter urging
more fiscal responsibility in the
future.
Mike Jarvis submitted a request for 9S0 dollars in behalf of
V.'WSU. who will be holding
their yard sale May 27.
Jarvis. who explained that the
radio station was almost out of

money, said the station hopes to
gain around 2000 dollars in
profits from the sale. "WWSU,"
SAID Jarvis,"is the potentially
most important calling-card on
campus."
Morris commented that the
station would "continue to grow,
and gci gifts...dominating other
student groups...Is that ethical,
is it fair? I say no."
Jarvis said the station needs
funds becuase "money we spend
on programming is running out."
"I don't think you'll ever be
satisfied," Morris replied.
Sirub said "1 thinl there's a
lot of feeling ...these guys are
working now-let's see what they
can do. These days of panhandling...arc over."
Caucus agreed that WWSU
should first go to budget board
tor financial help before asking
Caucus for money.
Near the end of the meeting.
Caucus arranged for next year's
Caucus candidates to express
their views at an open forum at
noon today in the quad.

STUDENT CAUCUS
GENERAL ELECTIONS
CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES:
• addition of School of Nursing and School of Medicine
seats
if 50 vote m inimum to be elected to Student Caucus
• amendments

to minimize conflict of interests in

Caucus, Academic Council, and Budget Board

VOTE

polls are located in Allyn hall, Millett hall, and the
Universit y Library
• bring your validation card and student ID

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
MAY 3 & 4

STUDENT CAUCUS
GENERAL ELECTIONS
Voting from 10 am - 7 pm

Urigtjt Slate ©uariiian
Editor
Thomas Beverlein
Managing Editor
lance Goldberg
New* Editor
Susan Callan

Associate Editor
Pam Edens
Copy Editor
Dave McEIrov

(%tnum
Cut severs interest
Student Activities Budget board has approved a cut in your
Ombudsman's pay from S600 per quarter to mere tuition
waivers—S27S per quarter, more than a 56 percent decrease. Cuts
in the assistant s pay are in proportion.
It is recognized that all student organizations have been
requested to cut their budgets by some percentage for next year,
and thai same cut in the Ombudsman's pay may be necessary.
Though the GUARDIAN hits supported the recent cuts in pay for
Student Caucus, wc feel that there are several differences. Most
importantly. Caucus approved their own pay cut. Secondly. Caucus
uses volunteer help and committees in carrying out their
responsibilities, whereas the Ombudsman s office does not.
Thirdly. Caucus is an elected, not an appointed position.
The Ombudsman is currently tied for second place for total pay
in University funded student jobs, pay that is well desen'ed.
considering the difficulty of the job. Acting as an intermediary
between the administration and the students isn I a tea party at
the best of times, and around quarter break, the load can be mind
bending.
/4s students, we deserve competence and dedication in our
Ombudsman. The proposed cut will neither attract the caliber of
person we need, nor inspire de\'Otian to duty in anyone who would
have the Job.
If the University is really so short of funds that it must cut '.he
Ombudsman s pay, at least they should include some small salary
in addition to tuition waivers.
This would realize necessary savings without sacrificing the
incentive for qualified people to take the job.
Mark Halstead, the current Ombudsman, said, "Few people
could afford to spend 40 hours a week for tuition waivers. It would
really be a labor of love "
One applicant for the job. who declined to be named, said of the
salary cut. 'As a candidate. I think it would be economically
impossible to do the job. "
,4s students, we cannot afford to be ignored by the Ombudsman
when we n~ed his services Th' GUARDIAN encourages the
Budget board to reconsider in. ii:-advised decision, and to provide
some minimally adequate fey for the Ombudsman 's office, so we
may have the caliber of pirsr-a —( deserve in this vital job.

Committee needs students
Voters may notice that th" Student Caucus chairer ballot also
contains media committee write-ins. Your next sequence of
thoughts may be: what is a media committee? who the hell is
running? why the hell should I care?
The media committee is a University organization comprised of
faculty members and three students which are responsible for
selecting the leaders for NEXUS, and the GUARDIAN. Also, the
media committee sets policies, and approves budgets affecting
these three vita! organs ofWSU student communication. In short,
•he media committee oversees the most crucial structures of
student information systems.
Nobody is actively running for these positions.
If the students do not select anybody, then the selection process
goes immediately into the hands of the media committee faculty
< mbers... and that 's why the hell you should care
We WSU students have fought too long for student representation to throw away suck an important privelege because of
c'i • interest.
There is one important point that no one has made
apparent-students who are already members of NEXUS, WWSU.
and GUARDIAN staffs are ineligible :o be elected to fhe media
committee.
Perhaps you are personally interested in serving on the media
committee. Well write your own name in...you're a shoo-in.

*M»VTATloK
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Star Trek keeps on trekking
BY DAVID MCELROY
and SHARON WATERN
Guardian Writers
Gene Roddenberry, executive
producer of Star Trek, appeared
before thousands of fans last
Friday at the University of Dayton Arena to discuss the syndicated series and the upcoming
$10,000,000 Star Trek movie.
Referring to his fans. Roddenberry said "There ii such a thing
as Trekkie power." which exerted itself in the form of about a
million letters to the National
Broadcasting Corporation in an
effort to save the show from
cancellation in 1%9. He said
"NBC considers them a dangerous life form."
Production of the new Star
Trek movie will begin next fall (if
all goes well) according to 3od
denberry. He said "Paramount is
committed to a $10 million dollar
full screen movie."
Trekkie power was again exerted after it was 'earned that
Paramount Studios wanted to do
the film without the original cast.
One Paramount executive received three mailings per day at
his home from irritated Star Trek
fans.
Paramount decided that the
original cast, including William
Shatner. I.eonard Nimoy, and De
Forest Kellcy, would be okay.
Roddenberry said "ali of them
will be on the show."
Roddenbcrry said "All of the
networks have '.old me that if
Star Trek ciovies are a success
they want us back on television."
He said "I think the chances of
Star Trek going on the air again
are good." and that we could
expect "a number of 90 minute
or two hour specials each season."

Roddenbeny said 'You can't
generalize about Star Trek fans,
they come from 8 to 80" and
come from all walks of life,
including scientists and astronauts.
Trekkies' letters convinced the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administraton to name the first
space shuttle after Star irek'i
starship Enterprise. Roddenbcrry
called the shuttle "the first true
spaceship." which was unveiled
to the tune of the Star Trek
theme.
Roddenbcrry said the series is
popular because "Star Trek represents a better world we'll
have some Jay, w here we wil!
look beyond the exterior of people and see what is inside."
He said the show was a philosophical issue, "we were the first
show to make a statement agair.st the Vietnam war. Our
prime directive in Star Fleet is
that we have no right to interfere
with another culture."
"One thing that was different
about our show was that we
believed most of our audience
wanted to see besond the petty
hatred and uglv ways" that
flourish on television as it represents the world. Roddenbcrry
said. "Science fiction is a marvelous place to loot into the
human creature. The philosopher
car. ramble as far i.s he wills,"
he continued.
"Humanity will reach maturity
and wisdom when it ieams to
enjoy, not just tolerate, the differences in life forms and cultures...when our capacity to iove
is as great as our capacity to destroy," Roddenberry said,
"We do not deserve to go into
space if we can't learn to appreciate the difference.. The
glory of the Universe is in its'

diversity," he stated.
Vatious set modifications will
be made for the Enterprise in the
new movie. Roddenberry said
"The Enterprise will have basic
ally the same configurations, bul
its mass and curve may be different. We're locking for a new
Enterpise that will be more beautiful than you could ever believe." NASA will be giving
technical advice for the ship's
instrumentation, he said.
Roddenberry said t!ie $10 mil
lion budget will allow thetn to do
"exciting things with the bridge
of the ship...now we can have
Space Odyssey type opticals.
we'll knock you back in you'
scats."
Salaries for the cast could MI
be given because "under Actor's
Guild rules we can't sign a legal
contract until we have a script"
and that "no firm decisions" had
been made for the script cr its
course of actum.
Roddenberry emphasized that
quality was in store. He said "If
we just went out and fought the
Klingor.s the public would be
disappointed."
After his presentation, which
included blooper reels from the
series, a costume contest, and
the original pilot film The Menagerie (which was rejected as
being "too cerebral" according
to Roddenberry), Roddenberry
was honored by some Trefckics,
He was made an Admiral in the
Starbase One club, based at
Wright State, by Rick Habib,
club presides.
Kaihy Westbeld won the costume contest as a female Romular.. She received an honorary
membership on the crew of the
Enterprise, a private meeting
with Roddenberry, and an assortment of Star Trek parapherialia
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Caucus member voices griper with GUARDIAN
To the editor:
I should like to take a first and
last opportunity to address your
meager attempt at journalistic
prowess; rani pa with error, and
characterized by mediocrity. If
you would be so kind. I would
like to address a number of
issues.
At the outset. 1 should correct
your headline of Tuesday, April
26. which read "Business school
loses graduate accreditation."
While this may be an attempt at
sensationalism, catching
(he
reader's eye, it is simply incorrect, and bad reporting. It »as
pointed out in the body of the
article, somewhat weakly, that
the business school had not
"lost" anything. It had merely
failed to garner special recognition which a relatively small
number of graduate schools of
business have attained.
Secondly, as you move toward
next year and the birth of a daily
Guardian. \ would encourage you
to let people know what is happening on their campus. Committees run none of them. Stu-

dents have little idea what the
Academic Council is or does,
what the Appeals board is or
does, who the graduate council
is. the Steering committee, the
Parking committee, and so on ad
infinitum. How can students
have a voice if you don't report
on what goes on. Furthermore,
students often don't realize that
they could serve on these committees. You fail io bring information You encourage apathy—v»hen apathy is not as
characteristic as you would like it
to be.
In addition, with regard tc the
Guardian, you write editorials
about the inaccessibility of so
many offices on campus, as well
as the cold reception students so
often get when they need some
service. A number of students
relate to me that they come to
the Guardian office and are
ignored while five or six people
sit around talking. Considering
the inadequacy of your paper,
and that your bills are paid by
students, you have no right to
igno'e anyone.

Furthermore, although there ,s
littic reporting talent, somehow
you have bestowed on yourselves
the honor of editorializing— not
just on the editorial page, but in
every article. There is always a
slant, a bias, an opinion. You do
not speak for students, you exist
and are. funded to be a medium
of information. And yet you take
it upon yourself to contribute to
what apathy exists, to make the
value judgements about the issues you deem important. When
was the last time you took responsibility for any of the short
comings on this campus? Considering the quality of the paper.
I suggest that you fail to take
responsibility for your enormous
budget.
lastly, let us turn to Student
Caucus. Student Caucus has
done a number of positive, beneficial things this year. You not
only do not know of them, you
have never encouraged them.
Nelda Martinez. Jane Lynch and
Jim Baldwin were three of the
hardest working members of Student Government that 1 have

seen in live years at w ngnt
State. Our plaque was to encourage this, r.ot just this year, but
every year. It is not even awarded unless six people agree on a
selection, out of 12 votes. That
should not be easy if we are as
divisive as you say, I am proud of
our accomplishments since Janu
arv. and what we do. we do in
spite of organizations like yours,
not together with you. It is easy
to point tc Caucus as a joke, for
people momentarily forget the
farce we call the Guardian. An
AP w ire w ill be welcome, for it
might fill the space that one of
your articles would normally fill.
Michael Morris
Graduate Representative
to Student Caucus
To the editorI think that the Office of Finan
cial Aid has a competent and
nicely comerned individual in the
person of M Fmelda Dahms. the
coordinator of scholarships. In
her letter to me notifying that I
am not to receive a University
scholarship this year. I felt a real
human warmth and sense of

understanding of another's cf
forts.
Also, way up at the dormitory
there is living a Mr Dave Aldrich. who is tremendously responsive to resident needs, as
evidenced bv his extra effort ir.
contacting those who did not
meet his standards for the Resident Assistant and opening
himself up for individual feedbaci and interaction with the
persor.s
involved,
1
get
the feeling that it is rare for an
interviewer to be willing to reencounter his interviewees for
tlu purpose of telling them just
why they did not measure up.
The University institution has
wittingly or otherwise got itself a
couple of good examples of what
bureaucracy could be when the
individuals running it arc free to
"pen up.
Last but not least. 1 wish to
commend the First National Bank
of Fairborn for finally getting
their system to agree with my
system of adjusting checking
accounts. It's great to see our
balances agree.
Steve Stringer

very complex, and often subtle.
Bellah's main thrust was on
the potentials for genuine gain of
insights, contrasted with the tremendous possibility vf distortion,
of Eastern ideas and belief as
they come to America.
Bellah contended that such a
distortion of Eastern religions is
more interested in ego gratificaiion than the destruction cf the
sense of ego. He concluded that
the Eastern religions being
brought into America could either "contribute to the breaking
up of destructive rigidities in our
thought, or reinforce our trend of
utilitarian individualism."
The Symposium continued
Wednesday with a lecture by Dr
Frank Reynolds, a Buddhist
scholar from the University of
Chiccgo.
Reynolds stressed the teaching
and study of patterns in Buddhism as a viable approach. He
noted that early Buddhist pat
terns didn't even use the term
Nibbana, But rather stressed the
idea of two paths one could
follow in life: the path of sam-

sara. whether it was good or bad
(since I'ither would lead to continual rebirth), or the path of
release.
The Four Noble Truths were
the foundation of this early pattern. They explain that all life is
in a state of suffering, that
suffering comes from the ignorant desire to attach oneself to
xhings in this temporal life, that
the suffering could be solved,
and that ihe solution is to free
oneself from the grip of ignorant
desire through a new path, a
path iined by various meditational steps. The outcome is a
genuine release, an enlightenment grounded in the insight
that there is no self," according
to Reynolds.
Dr Charles Reynolds of the
University of Tennessee, and
editor of the journal Religious
Ethics, closed the symposium
with his remarks ou the previous
speakers. He posed the question
of "Is there a non-traditionally
based ethics other than utilitarian ism possible in modem
society?"

Bellah, King address symposium
BY RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer

cept of a continuing life-stream
(reincarnation) is the concept of
karma. King noted that the law
Four nationally known Budd- of karma is not the action of a
hist scholars spoke at w hat may- supernatural lawgiver, but rather
have well been tlic first sympos- "an innate mechanism that causium on Buddhist Ft hies held in es fruition or decay."
the United States. Wright State's
In Theravada Buddhism, the
college of Liberal Arts sponsored concept of good and evil are
the symposium which was held invariable and unprejudiced, and
Tuesday and Wednesday in the work to cither automatically
University Center.
cause pleasant or unpleasant
Dean of Liberal Arts Eugene B future states.
Cantelupe opened the program
Superimposed on all this is the
Tuesday nighv with a welcome to understanding that all things are
the guests and near-overflow temporary, and that even the
audience, and introduced first universe follows cycles of being
speaker Dr Winston King, form- created, fruitful, then degeneraerly of Vanderbilt University and ting to collapse, only to be
author of In Hope of Nibbana An created -gain and again endlessEssay of Theravada Buddhist
ly. according to King.
Ethics.
When this world view is graspKing opened the lecture with ed, King felt, a person is led to
the question "Why should there both pursue ge.od and have great
be a problem in trying to bring tolerance i'lt others. The ultimate
Eastern ethics to the Western good from this would be a
World?" illustrating that many tranquil mind.
of the ethics of the East have
King adminc-4 he was probabcounterparts in the West (not bly putting himst'f out on a limb
killing, not stealing, net lying, no
jy suggesting that perhaps Nibintoxicating oneself, avoiding bana is the only absolute, as
sexuai perversion, etc). King opposed to the transient nature
said that the difficulties lie not in of samsara (the plane of exisactual content o', the ethics, but tence of ihis world and mortal
in the context presupposed by life and its endless rebirths).
the culture producing the ethics.
Nibbana was best described as
Illuminating the Eastern world the state of having broken the
view, specifically the view of cycle of rebirth, and characterizTheravada Buddhism. King list- ed in this life by a state of
ed the major concepts of the detachment.
religion.
Mahayana Buddhism, howHe explained that a study of ever, noted King, doesn't sec
Eastern ethics must grasp the that strict a dichotomy of se-.;iconcepts of "life as an infinite sara vS nibbana. Indeed, the wo
'life-stream'". This concept ac- ar„' not regarded »s opposited at
counts for the presence cf misery
all for the Mahayana Buddhist.
T!ie quality of detachment,
and pleasure in people's lives.
As -ach person's present pies- different from the Judeo-Christsure or misery is the tesult of
iar ideal of love (attraction), is
past actions, each present action one that must be carefully cultiis pregnant with meaning of vaicd by meditation. King said.
The effort to reach enlightenfuture states.
Hand-in-hand with this con- ment
by
emptying
one's

thoughts, in Mahayana. becomes
illogical. "One might become a
stick or a stone." said King,
"but lie won't be enlightened.''
In Mahayana, King added, the
notion of the Bodhisatva. which
in Theravada Buddhism is a
superior being who pursues good
through several lifetimes until he
consciously seeks to become a
buddha. involves an idea of
being refusing to go on to a state
of nibbana until he has helped all
others go on first
Ultimately. King stated that
the Buddhist was likely to do a
good Ret merely for the spirit of
the act. not to improve the
situation. King likened this to a
bird who tries fo gather water in
his beak to drop on a forest fire;
it would repeat the action until
the effort destroyed its life, yet
the action was always futile in
terms of actually putting out the
fire. It would have been acting
for the sake of doing the right
thing, which would be hard to
understand in our utilitarian
Western society.
King suggested that classes on
Eastern ethics could possibly be
taught in terms of parallels
between East and West, or with
fcgard to the cultures that
spawned the idea*. He emphasized that many students of
Eastern religions are actually
trying to rebel against their own
culture, and that because of this
some students might not appreciate the contrasts and similarities between Eastern and Western belief.
Dr Robert Bellah, director of
the center for Japanese and
Korean Studies at the University
of California at Berkeley, responded to King's lecture.
Bellah's first remarks were
that the similarities and differences between Buddhist, and.
Western religious thought are
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Aid From Caucus
Student caucus has a surplus in its 1976-77 budget.
Any request from students or
student groups for financial
assistance to aid in campus
related activities will be considered. Requests can be
made at 033 University Center. Deadline is May 6 at 3:00.
Career Options for Edocai->rs
Career Planning and Placement is offering a FREE
workshop for seniors, certification candidates and alumni in educations who arc not experienced teachers The workshop will help participants
choose an eduiation-related
career and will teach effective
job-finding techniques. The
workshop will be offered
Thursday. May 5 from 12:30
to 4 pm. To sign up. contact
Career Planning and Placement. (873-2556), 134 Oelmar
hall.
All Active Clubs
The Inter-Club Council is
making their orientation manual for next fall. This manual
is distributed to all incoming
freshmen and is a great way
for your club to introduce
themselves. Please write a
short description of your club
and send it to the Inter-Club
Council office. For any further
questions.
please contact
Patty Kncer. Inter-Club Council Dirci-tor of Public Relation:..
Real Estate Scholarship
The Dayton Chapter of the
Society of Real F.state Appraisers is offering a $300 scholarship to a student who is
pursuing a course of study to
become a real estate appraiser
or i-ourscs in a closely related
field. Financial need is also a
consideration. Interested students may obtain application
forms from the Office of
Financial Aid. 152 Allyn. The
deadline date for applications
is May 6. 1977.
GodsptU
The musical Godspell will
open May 6 at Wright State
University for nine perfor
mances through May 22. Tickets go on sale April 18 at the
box office in the Creative Arts
Center. Call 873-2500 for ticket reservations. Tickets arc
$3 adults and $2 for students
••nd senior citizens.
SHA Elections
Elections for Student Honors Association will be held
May 5th at 2 pm in room 163
Millet!. If you are unable to
attend this meeting you can
still vote. Ballots are in your
mailbox. Fill them out and
drop off at 163 Millett
May Dc/c
May Da/e. the annual celebration of spring, will be held
Friday. May 13. 1977. from 10
am to 5 pm. Featured bands
will include Natty Humpo,
Due Workmen IIlues Hard.
Full City Hamblen, and Waterfall. Everyone is invited to
come and have a good time
with plenty of games, music,
food, and beer

Food Co-op
A table for information and
order taking will be set up in
Allyn Hall on May 3 from 11
pm to I pm for people unable
to make Monday's meeting.
Ihe WSU Food Co-ops next
meeting will be May 16 from
4 30 6 pm in 045 University
Center. Membership is open
to the entire University com
munity. Everyone is invited to
attend
The Co-op will also have a
booth at May DK/C with a different and nutritious product.
Budget Surplus
Student Csuttu has a surplus in it 1976-77 budget. Any
request from students or stu
dent groups for financial assistance to aid in campus related activities will be considered. Requests can be made
at 033 University Center.
Deadline for applying is May
6 at 3 pm.
State Fidelity Savings
The next meeting of the
Community .if State Fidelity
Savings will be held May 17 at
3 pm. 2601 Far Hills Ave. It is
an orvn discussion.
BUS Club
Biological and Health Sciences club presents Mark Bcrncr. Reg Technologist at
Cirandview Hospital, to speak
on Suclear Medicine. Ihe
Guest lecture will be Tues.
May 3 from 12 to I pm in
room (Ml of Ihe University
Center. Everyone »s welcomc.
University Commltees
All students who are inicrcstcd in serving on University Committee positions
should leave applications at
Ihe Student Caucus office. 033
University Center or contact
I d Silver at 873-2107.
Wright State Night
Phi Mu Sorority will present
Wright State Nigh! Thursday.
May 5 at The Mouse Tiiat
Roared from 7:30 pm till
closing. Wright State ID's required for discount. 50 cents
admissions at door includes
all the pizza you can eat. No
frayed or tattered jeans arc
allowed and no t-shirts. Age
requirement 18 tor ill.
Rehkb C lub Kickoff
All undergraduate and graduate Rehab majors arc invited to attend the first meeting of the Rehab Club on
Wednesday, May 11. 1977 at
4:30-5:30 in Room 158 Millett.
We need your help in getting
the club se! up and ready
for full swing in September.
Refreshments will !>e served.
Blood Pressure Month
Wright State School of Nursing students will be participating in "Greene County's
Blood Pressure Month-"by
doing blood pressure screening at Lofino's Supermarket in
Beavercreek or. Wednesday
evening. May 11 from 6-9 pm.
The School's Mobile Health
Unit will also be there. Students will be gi v ing education*! programs on hypertension.

Recent Sculpture
I h e exhibition of Robert
Sibbison's Recent Sculpture
will open on Thurs, May 5.
and continue through Weds.
May 18. This one artist exhibition will present new work
and models for new work on
both levels of the Main Gallery. and is continued outside
where two sculptures will be
temporarily installed between
the Creative Arts Center and
the University Library.
Sibbison. currently assistant professor of sculpture at
WSU. will present a Iciture
about his work at 1:30 pm on
Thurs. May 5. in the Art
Wing of the Creative Arts
Center. His presentation will
be followed by a reception in
the Main Gallery. The public
is invited to attend free of
charge.

Neuia

£Hj0rt0
Consumer Credit Expert
A nationally-recognised expert on consumer credit will
speak on Consumer Credit
Regulation: Its Cost and Benefits at WSU on Monday.
May 9,
Dr Robert W Johnson. Professor of Management in Purdue University's Kranncrt
Graduate School of Management. will begin his talk at 3
pm in room 173 Millett hall.
Sponsored
by
Wright
State's Armco Lecture Series,
Johnson's talk is free and
open to the public.
Fashion Show
"C.'.imunity Hospital Presents" will be sponsoring a
fashion show for the benefit ol
Coldwater Community Hospital. Saturday. May 14. 8 pm at
the WSU Western Ohio
Branch Campus.
Mr Jerry Goldstein, owner
of Dale Fashions. Dayton, will
coordinate and present the
showing of new designer fashions. Several outfits will be
given awav to those in attendance.
There will be champagnc
cocktails and hors d'ocuvres
preceding the show and a
supper buffet following. Donations arc $25 a couple or
$12.50 a single.
Graduate Studies Funds
The Wright State School of
Graduate Studies ahs funds
available for graduate student support in the form of
Graduate Assistantships. Graduate Teaching Assistantships
and Research Fellowships for
the I9'»7.?8 academic year.
Stipends for the 9-month
appointments
are
$3050$3150.
$3300-$3400
and
$2600-$2700, respectively plus
fee waiver. Awards are grunted based upon acceptance of
the student into a graduate
degree program ana upon recommendation from the appropriate department or program. Apf'ication: may !•
obtained from the Graduate
Studies Office, 246 Allyn. 4-26

Drama on Child Abuae
"Dessie" is a thought-provoking play of an abusive
mother's inner and outer existence. designed as a stimulus
for discussion of the problem
of child abuse. The play was
written and is performed by a
husband and wife team, Linda
and Conrad Bishop, professional actors from Chicago.
Illinois. In the play. Linda
portrays Dessie. a woman
struggling to control her violent emotional mood swings
and regain custody of her son.
Sponsored by DAYTON
WOMAN' CENTER. 1309 N
Main Street. Dayton. Ohio;
Friday. May 6. 1977 at 8 pm.
This event is open to the
public. $1.50 payable at the
door.
Youth Hostels
Looking for an inexpensive
way to travel this ouramer? Or
something to do on a long
summer weekend. American
Youth Hostels sponsors lowcost outdoor travel to local
points of interest in your area,
throughout the nation, and
Europe. The Miami Valley
Council of American Youth
Hostels is sponsoring an informative program on local
hosteling activities and those
of National AYH Weds, May
II. in room 109 of O'Reilly
hall on the Univ of Dayton
campus. The meeting is open
to the public.
.lob Interviews
Seniors, graduate students,
and alumni are eligible to participate in the on-campus interviewing program sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Upcoming interviews
include:
Wed. May 4-Dayton Power
& Light (full-time summer,
computer science); Thurs,
May
5-Roadway
Express
(management, sales). Field
Enterprises Education Corp
(sales management).
Fri. May 6-Dayton Public
Schools (teaching); Tues, May
IO-ACTION Peace
Corps/
VISTA (volunteer positions);
Aetna Life Insurance (sales).
Wed. May 1 l-Vandalia-Butler Schools (guidance counselor. teachers); Wed. May
24-State
Life
Insurance
(agent).
For inore information contact Career Planning and
Placement (873-2556) 134 Oelman Hall.
Job Hunting Skills
Before beginning your job
search (or summer job
search), you should know the
basics of resume writing and
interviewing. To learn these
skills, attend the FREE workshops ofered by Career Planning and Placement. On Wed.
May 18. Job Hunting and
Interview/Resume and Letter
Writing will be offered from
iO am-12 noon and again,
from 6 pm-8 pm. These workshops will take place in i*e
University Center. Dining
Room B For more information. contact Career Planning
and Placement (873-25a6) 134
Oelman Hall.

Dayton C c a t e u p a r u ; Dance

The Bolinga Center at WSU
proudly presents the Dayton
Contemporary Dance Co, in
concert May 6 at 7 pm in the
Concert Hall of the Creative
Arts building. WSU. Come
and enjoy ar, ev-ning of dance
and excitement, your admission there is to be there.
Gwendolyn Brooks
Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer
Prize-winning poet and Poet
Laureate of Illinois, will read
and discuss her literary work
and career at 8 pm. Wed,
May 4 in Smith Auditorium at
Central State University in
Wilberforce, Ohio.
She will spend the day on
campus and hold a special
session for students.
Admission <o the program
will be free, and the public is
invited.
Placement Exams
Placement exams in the
areas of English. Reading.
Mathematics and Career Gui
dance have been scheduled at
the Western Ohio Branch of
WSU.
The scheduled exams are
set for May 28, June 9, July
28, August 25 and September
1, 8, 15. All tests will be at 9
am in Room 174A of the auditorium.
Placement exams may also
be taken by appointment with
Dr Douglas W Johnson, Dir e c t s . Counseling & Testing.
WOBC-WSU. Celina, Ohio
45822 , 586-2365 or 394-3458.
There is no fee for the examinations or career counseling.
Students are advised to review basic grammar and al
gebra.
"Vllderness Leadership
Tne art of leading people in
the wilderness is the theme
for the Killington Wilderness
Leadership School scheduled
this June at Killingtcn Ski
Resort in central Vermont.
Participants in the sevenday sessions can also opt for
two academic credits in environmental studies from the
University of Vermont.
Scheduled
as
training
grounds are the Adirondack
Mountains of New York, June
10-16; the White Mountains of
New Hampshire. June 17-23;
and the Green Mountains of
Vermont. June 24-30.
Tuition is $)05 per session
and includes meals, transportation. equipment, health and
accident insurance, and seven
days of instruction. An additional fee of $30 for Vermont
residerts ar.d $38 for nonresidents will be charged students Oesiring academic credit.
The curriculum will cover
the philosopht of wilderness
leadership, administration of
a backpacking program, preparations for a trip, -"'iduiting the trip, wilderness saills,
handling difficult situations,
rules and regulations pertaining to backpacking, and evaluation of leadership qualifications.
coi information contact:
Killington Wilderness Leadership School, Killington. Vermont. 05751 or call Dave
Langlois, (802) 422-3333.

tiEuiH atforte contmueii
Grade Pulley Change
Upon request from !he University Honors Committee. Academic Council recently approved a change in the grading policy for University Honors Seminars. In the future
the Honors Committee will
decide whether to offer individual seminars as Pass/Unsatisfactory or ABC/no credit
The seminar being offered in
the fall. Africa: The Individual
in a Changing Socicty, wt'l be
offered for ABC/no credit, lr.
the future, the Honors brochure will indicate which
grading system will be applicable for each seminar.
Archeologlcal Dig
Applications arc now being
accepted by the Department
of Ar.thropolgy at the University of Pittsburg from students who wish to participate
in the 1977 Meadowcroft Summer Field Project and Training program in archeology.
The Summer Field project
is designed to give students
intensive training in investigating the prehistory, palcoecology. and geomorphologv
of the Cross Creek drainage
arc of southwestern Pennsylvania. Students participate in
all aspects of excavation and
analysis of materials at the
site.
Fees are $258 for undergraduates and $342 for graduate students who meet Pennsylvania residency requirements; non-'esident graduates and undergraduates both
pay $516, In addition, students in-residence at the field
camp are assessed $20 per
week for board.
The 1977 project will begin
June 21 and end Aug 8. Since
some work will begin earlier,
students able to begin participation prior to June should
notify the department at the
time of application.
Applications are availcbc by
writing David T Clark, personnel director, 1977 Meadowevoft project. Department
of Anthropology. University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh. Pa
15260 or by calling (412)
624-3399.

Discharge Review
T,ie Department of Defense
(DoD) urges all Vietnam-era
veterans who received undesirable or general discharges
from Aug 4. 1964 to March
28. 1973 to contact the Joint
Liaison Office in St Louis.
Many may be eligible for the
DoD special discharge review
program. Vietnam-era service
members now in a deserter
status may also be eligible,
but must first return to military control for discharge.
The Joint Liaison Office is
open from 7 am to 8 pm (CPT)
seven days a week until further notice The toll-free number is 800-325-4040.
Military deserters may inquire about their status by
telephoning collect the following numbers: Army, AC 317542-3354; Navy. AC 202-6942386: Air Force. 800-531-7500:
Marines. AC 202-694-2180;
and Coast Guard. AC 202-4261317.

liADERS!
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Summer Language UHIIWI
The Modern Language department will be offering
again this summer intensive
oou:ses in French, German,
and
Spanish.
Elementary
courses in these languages
arc scheduled from 9-1? Mor.,
Tues, Wed. and Thurs. and
intermediate courses will run
from 9-12 Mon. Tues. and
Thurs. A student may take all
or part of a sequence. For
students who need to fulfill a
language requirement quickly
or for those who prefer immersing themselves in a foreign language without the
burden of other courses, this
program is highly recommended.

Work lr Europe
Hundreds of US students
will find jobs in France, Ireland and Great Britiai this
suiAmer through the Work in
Europe program sponsored by
thv Council on International
Educational Exchange (C1EE).
Participants must find their
own jobs but will have the
help of cooperating student
travel organizations in each
country. In France and Ireland
they may work during the
summer; in Great Britiar. they
may work it any time of the
year for up to si* months.
The jobs are usually unskilled--in factories, department stores, hotels, etc. Salaries aic low. but students
generally earn enough to pay
for their room and board while
they work.
To qualify for CIEE's program. students must be between the ages of 18 and 30
and must be able to prove
theii student status. To work
in France, they must also be
abie to speak and understand
French.
For more information and
application forms, contact
CIEE. Dept PR4, 777 United
Nations Plaza, New York, NY
10017, or 236 North Santa
Cruz. #314, Los Gatos. California 95030.
Yard Sale
WWSU is planning it's second annual Yard Sale. May
27. It will have much the same
format as last year, selling
donated goods with a live'
band for entertainment. As
we did lass year, we are
asking for donations of unwanted, but usable items such
as clothes, records, toys, etc.
Any contributions will be appreciated, and your club or
organization will receive recognition. both on the air. and
at the yard sale itself

I

BUSINESS

Stuf Enveolpes
S25.Q0 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston. Mais. 92111

Graduation

u coming soon!

We can aupply all your party ne«*dtt:
. Pi.nth HOHI Rentol
. Hine (iiass Rental
. Alcoholic or non-alcoholic Champagne

254-5556
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ketball games, roller-skating,
picnics, week-end camping
trips, etc.
Without volunteers such as
you. our success is limited. If
interested in sharing a small
part of your Saturday with a
friend not quite so fortunate,
or you would like further information please contact: Jan
Din—Youth
coordinator,
Council for Retarded Citizens,
225-3001.
Spring >I'IM Decdllne
The Nexus dea-lline has
been moved back to Wednesday May 11. Submissions
must be accompanied by a
self-addressed stamped envelope and can be dropped off or
mailed to the Ne*us office,
room 006 University Center.
Wright State University. Dayton, Ohio 45431. Poetry, fiction or f i w o r k are needed.
The Nexus contest is being
held for the Spring Issue.
First prize is $20. second prize
is $15 and thrid prize is $10.
The contest categories arc poetry. fiction and art.

Naratng U n d « At WSU
The Wright State School of
Nursing will present Dr Mildred Montag. distinguished
lecturer and intei nationally
known leader in nursing,
speaking on "The Future of
Nursing Education." Dr Montag's lecture will be May 13.
1977, 2 pm in 109 Oleman hall
on the Wright State University Main Campus. Dr Montag
was a primary force in the development of Associate Degree programs in nursing.
Her presentation will be of
special interest to nurse educators. those nursing service,
and nursing students, fherc
is no charge for the program.
Volunteer* seeded
Interested in giving a few
hours of your time in becoming a volunteer for JOY?
Jolly Old Youth is a group of
mentally retarded and handi
capped adults who enjoy
spending their Saturday afternoons together! We are involved in different activities
such as bowling, movies, bas-

Served AH Day

There's nothing flaby about the student discount at the Optical
Fashion Centers In Fairbom and Xenla.
You get a full IS percent discount on frames, lenses-even
contactr, both hard and soft.
All contacts purchased at Optica! Fashion Center cany a all month
protection against damage or breaking. Optical Fashion Center will
repair or replace damaged or broken i en tact a at no coat lor i l l
months from the date of purchase.
Create a whole new you with contact lenses from Optical Fashion
Center.
530 W IWaln
Xenla
3T6-9466

Located in the
University Center

278 E Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd
Falrborn
£78-5802

Optical
Ja&hmn
fonbiA
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Etengoff a n n o u n c e s last minute candidacy for Caucus
BY DAVID MCELROY
Guardian Copy Editor

A last minute bid for the
nursing seat en Student Caucus
w ^ made Friday by Lori Eten-

goff, a A'right State senior.
Etenge.ff said she will work for
"more student interaction with
the Student Caucus" and to
make "caucus meetings open to
the student body.

"1 am corresponding secretary
to the student nursing organization and alternate to the curriculum committee for the student
nursing organization and a nursing 211 team representative."

said Etengoff.
"One of the things I am stiessir.g is that ! don't start my
clinical until September so I have
all sumer to learn the job,"
Etengoff said.

"I don't feel that Student
Caucus members should have
extra privileges, except the right
to serve their consituencies,"
she said.

Ever notice
how it's easier
, to ace
the courses
you like?
It finally comes down to commitment.
When you don't like a course, it's hard to excel. The class gets
tedious, l he texts get boring. The lectures ^et dreadful. Your work
suffers. And so do your grades.
Compare that with the courses you really believe in.
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just
naturally do better.
Its true in schml. It's true outside of schtx>l.
For example, we believe there's just one way to brew
Busch beer. The natural way. With natural ingredients.
Natural carbonation. Natural ageing.
We believe that s the best way to brew a beer.
And when you believe in what you're
doing, you just naturally do it better.
Taste a Busch and we think you'll agree. \w~

BUSCH &

W hen WHJ believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.

Star Wars is a
SF Spectacular
RICHARD A VORPE
Guardian Feature Writer
The science fiction c u r i n g ' 1 "
'a of the year Star Wars, will
premier in 20 cities across the
nation on May 2S.
Star Wars has the highest
potential of being another finan
rial phenomenon for the film
industry of any film I have heard
about this year. Its plot has the
touch of Flash Gordon, mined
with Shir Trek.
Star War 's and Amercian Gra
thu s director George Lucas:
''/ want to make a action nrovii
in outer space. Characters wit
ruy guns running around in
spaceships and shooting at each
m. er. I knew I wanted to have a
big battle in outer space, a sort
of dogfight thing.
I knew I wanted to make a
movie about an old man and a
kid. And I knew I wanted the old
man to be a real old man and
have a sort of teacher-student
relationship with the kid. I also
wanted the old man to be a
worrior.
I wanted a princess, too. but /
didn't want her to be a passive
damsel in distress. "
Director George Lucas is without a doubt the main driving
force behind Star Wars. Even
before Graffiti. Lucas was working on Star Wars, and further
back than that, he says he was
living it.
Lucas:
"/ wasted Jour years of my life
erasing like the kids in American
Graffiti and now I'm on an
intergalatic dream of heroism. In
Star Wars I'm telling the story of
me.
Lucas has written and directed
Star Wars. His cast is mixed with
professionals
and
unknown
whose faces you remember...but As the young adventurer. Luke
Skywalker is Mark Hamill. The
wise old warrior-teacher Ben
Kenobi is played by Otcar winner Alec Guircsa. Revolutionary
comrade of Luke and Kenobi.
Han Solo is Hi.nson Fo"i. Peter

CuUiing. horror hustler of Hammer Films' prime years, plays
GOVT nor Tarkin, the puppet of
the intertwining plot.
Also predominant are the
strange characters that inhabit
all SF films. Including a metal
masked epoch of evil. Darth
Vader, and an ape like comrade
of the daring trio. Chewbucca.
the Woofcie. Of course there arc

Han Solo IHarrHon FenlJ. Ben Kenobi\\Wc Golnnesa] Luke Skywalker [Mart HamlU! and Chewbacca.
"ithe Wookie. are surprised at the awesome size of ike Death Star in "Star Wars"
Two films ol such a potential.
have f i s h e d productions, and
lire beginning to leak -nfo.

no

V

the robots. In Star Wars they are
the main force of plot motion;
sec-Tree|"io and Artoo Detto,
(C-3PO and R2-D2).
Star Wars has ccme at a time
in which society seems to be
screaming for a palatable escape
with no heroes, no myth to
quelcfi the reining apathy. Luke
Skywalker a.id Ben Kenobi are
standard characters for SF. They
may be for SF. at least in film, to
achieve the stature of art. To
date it has only been the bastard
son of whatever medium in which
it existed.
1 hope that what the promotional material has presented is
true, that something with the
labels SF. besides 2001, will
achieve a recognized classic film
stature.
Also Star Wars walks a fine
line between entertainment and
art. This may be a major problem. It" it tear.', too far in either
direction, the film may be hurt
by it.
Too many SF films had found
themselves caught in the
grip of producers, who want to
cut an hour of GC Scott and leave
Michael York in for audience
appeal. More than one Logan's
Hun was ruined that way.
Already the Oscars of '78 are
beginning to show their faces.

SAVE
$3.00

The

BODY SHOP
4460 Old Troy Pike
in Powell Plaza
Huber Heights
233-0021

She

rhe best you can get

MALEJEANS
LEVI BELTS

LEVI JEAiNS
FADED GLO,

V*

M.y 3, 1¥?7 GUARDIAN 9

213 West Main
Fair bora
878-6260

Though neither Apocalypse. Now
nor Close Encounters of a Third
Kind will be released until
Christmas. Kumor and PR have
made the point "ery strongly that
the less known, the belter the
films effectiveness upon release.
Apocalypse's producers will
not release any info except that
the film is about the Vietnam war
Close Encounters is just us
secretive operation, but they do
give a proper false front. The gist
of the information I received
from Columbia Pictures, wai
this:
Close encounters of the first
kind are observaion of VFO's.
Close encounters of the second
kind occurs when observers are
affected by the physical closeness of the UFO. Close encounters of the third kind are contacts
between the observers and the
occupants of-ke UFO.

Obviously Encounters is a film
with more than a taste of SF.

is a lady's girl •
S
''' U " " s ">>'» .<"<• like There sre lols
•I great names \ glass enclosed lounge for
"isalloii a hug.- new .lance floor
'•real music \ml lots nuiri

Tuesday is Appreciation Nite
tree Admission
and Reduced Drinks
for both
Gals and Guys
• But guys also know She is great fun
me

She Might Club

.Hfhiiwl I..., »| ij'arl, pja>irw \orlh Main Si

do you know about

TBPY?
Teacher Education Professional Year
College of Education
A program for elementary and special education majors
which integrates professional education
.equirements into a multi-disciplinary, three-quarter
experience—alternating on and off campus
c'assroom experience, includes student teaching
and senior seminar.

OPEN MEETING for those interested
May 11,1977 3:30 pm
Room 343 Mlllett Hail
or Contact:
Division of Teacher Education
322 Mittett Hail 873- 2333 '
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Raiders defeat Xavier, next Miami
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

Mad
River
Regional
Art/Crafts
Festivai

Saturday,
May 14
Sunday,
M a y 15
10 a m - 9 p m
Free admission
to exhibits
Free parking
on the campus
of

Wright
State
University
3640 Colonel
Glenn Highway
Dayton Ohio
An exciting
exhibit and
sale of
superior art
and crafts by
selected
artists and
craftspersons.
All items
displayed will
be for sale.
Musical and
theatrical
performances
will also be
featured at this
two day
festival of the
arts,.

The Wright State University
baseball team tuned up for today's doubleheader with the Miami Redskins by beating Xavier
University. 5-1, to avenge an
earlier defeat at the hands of the
Muskiis, and splitting an unusually low scoring doubleheader
with Bellarmine at Louisville.
Against Xavier. the Raiders
jumped out in front in their first
time at bet as Kevin Newnam
and Kent Stuck walked and Terry
Flanaty drove in two runs with a
single.
Xavier rame right back with a
run in the bottom of the first
when Tom Merkle. the hero of
last week's rame from behind 5-4
win for the Musketeers over the
Raiders, drew a walk and later
stored on a single by Jim Jan-

SPOUT

sen.
The Raiders camc back for two
more runs in the third inning
when Newnam doubled, Stuck
reached base on >he third •baseman's error. F) a nary drove in
Newnam when he grounded out
to the second baseman, and
Barry Row land singled to drive in
Stuck. Terry Mohr's solo homer
in the sixth finished the scoring.
Mark South wss the winner,
getting his fourth victory of the
season. Seven different Raiders
each had one hit and Flanary had
three RBI's.
At Bellarmine Saturday, the
explosive offense of the Raiders
temporarily stalled but they still
managed to win the first game.
2-0. before bowing in the second,
4-1.
Gary Gabringer pitched the
five hit shutout for WSU. He
walked onlv one batter and need-

ed only 64 pitches to complete
the game as he showed excellent
control.
Rowland supplied ail the scoring needed to back Gabringer's
pitching with a two out. two run
homv run following a Dave Newnam single in the fifth inning.
WSU scored first in the second
game w hen Mark Lucas homered
leading off the fourth inning, but
Bellarmine came right back for
two runs in the fourth.
Gary Gruncisen walked for
Bellarmine followed by a singles
by Mike Waskcvich, Mike Chancellor, a sacrifice fly by Bob
Kissel, and another single by Jim
Young. They scored two more in
ihe sixth
when
Waskevich
walked. Chancellor sacrificed
him to second, and Kissel and
Young singled. Kissel and Young
drove in all of Bellarniine's runs
with two RBI's each, and Young.

TFSPOH1S

BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

Wright State University basketball coach Marcus Jackson
announced the third signing of
the year to a national letter of
intent for Ihe 1977-78 season
Alter guard Mike Zimmerman
becomes the second Alter player
to sign this year, joining teammate Dave Bockhorn.
Zimmerman
averaged
12
points a game for the Knights
but it was his 127 assists that
give him a promising future with
the Raiders.
Jackson says. "Mike is a
quarterback type player who will
help our guard play. He is a good
player with MgjSySourt sense and
outstandingVMpng ability."

Zimmerman earned special
mention to the Journal Herald
area all-star team, and honorable
mention to the Daily Ncw*;-Ccaches all grchtcr Dayton team.
The Wright State University
golf team finished eighth in the
Kent State University Invitational
this past weekend. Raider scores
were: Tim O'Nca! 70. 74-144;
Dave Penrod 77, 71-148; Chuck
McKeivey 75 . 76-15); Jim Scheper 79, 78-157; Howard Bates 78.
8C-158; and Kevin Heermans 87.
91-178.
The WSU men's tennis team
failed to win a match against
Ohio University and Bowling
Green, losing to each by a 9-0

Phi Mu Sorority
Presents

Wright State Nite-May 5
The Mouse that Roared
NiteClub

""SPOR

the Raiders fared better at Games Championships.
Ohio Northern as they took live
Ihe preliminaries will be held
matches for a close 5-4 win.
at 8 pm Friday and 9 am SatWinners for WSU wre Mark u r d a y with the semifinals startBechdah! 6-0, 6 3. over Bill ing at 9 pm Saturday. The finals
Adams. Don Kesslet defeated will be nationally televised SunCraig Pear-Jon in the closest day afternoon.
match of ihe day. 6-7, 7-6, 6-4.
Mike Benchic decisioned Mike
Swick 6-3, 1-6. 6-2. and Tom
Hanselman beat Marty Hobart
6-0. 6-1. In doubles action Benchic and Hanselman defeated
Adams and Sfjckey 6-1, 7-6 to
assure the Raider victory.

Women su ffer
seventh defeat

BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Spurts Writer

Wemen tennis went down to
defeat for the seventh time this
season to Otterbein College on
Wright State courts Saturday.
Senior Mary Brune and sophomore Cindy Hitchcock teamed
up to defeat Otterbein's freshmen Jan Gillman and Ma,7 Kay
Cox, 2-6,6-2.6-4, giving WSU its
only point for the day.
Final score was WSU 1. Otter-

• guys 1 8 gals
Admission: 50* at the door

All the pizza you can eat

bein 4. Raiders are now 2-7 for
the season while Otterbein upped
its record to 3-4.
A match scheduled against
Capital last Thursday was rained
out.
The women will be playing
their next two games at home,
meeting Ohio Dominican today at
3 pm and Wittenberg University
on Thursday at 4 pm.

I S ei difference!!!

MCAT

• Proper dress attire

*

WSU bowlers Jeff Keenor. Bill
Embry. Gary Sutton. Mark Sutton, Joe Marra. and Jeff Pratt
will be heading for Chicago this
Thursday and Friday to compete
in the National Collegiate Match

There

• Bring WSU ID & get discount

Waskevich, and Chancellor each
had two hits.
Miami comes to WSU today
ranked fifteenth in the latest
NCAA Division 1 baseball ratings
with a 33-8 record at press time.
Two of those losses came at the
hands of the Raiders at the Redskin's home field in Oxford,
Even though the Redskins arc
nationally ranked in batting
(2nd), fielding (9th), and scoring
(11th), they are apprehensive
about today's doubleheader, not
oniy because of the two previous
losses to WSU this year but alvi
because they have never beaten
the Raiders on the WSU diamond .
The proposed beer sales at the
game have now been nixed by
University officials so if you w ant
to enjoy the games with a few
cold ones, you will just have to
bring your own.

• LSAT

^

^DAT"

»GMAT «CPAT «VAT .GRE . QCAT .SAT
• NATIONAL ME EX & DENT BOARDS
. EC'FMG
. FLEX
Flexible Programs and Hours
Over 38 year? sf experience and success Small classes. Voluminous
twme study materials Courses that ate constantly updated. Centers
open dar and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities lot review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make ups for
missed lessons at our centers.
-

Columbus br«nch:

189C Northwest Blvd.
Columbus. Ohio <3212
( K * 4A O S a f , £
'O' ' "w-yosb

SfewHl
trsr ntpjMTio*
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Call Toll Fete (outtide N Y. Stale) 800 - 221-9840
For
• Affifiat-W C -<'ers in Maior U. S. Cities
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Softballers t a k e o n e out of t h r e e in Invitational
BY SUSAN OPT
was 2 for 3 with a double and one the season. An overall look at the
season thus far finds Pam Jones
Guardian Sports Writer
run.
Cathy Puka, Cindy Mercer and hitting ,500 with 22 base hits to
Raider's softballers look one
out of three games played last
Deb Kocnig also added doubles her record.
Cindy Mercer with 4 doubles,
weekend in the KentucV; Invita- to their records.
The women now stand 8-6 for 3 triples, and one home run is
tional against Miami. University
of Kentucky ana Western Kentucky.
WSU started (he tournament
off with a 2-4 loss to Miami with
Cindy Mercer going 2-3 with a
double and one RBI. Pam Jones
w as also 2 for 3 and Deb Shadley
claimed one RBI for the game.
winners receive T-shirts. Call
The following game against
extension 2771 for more informaBY SUSAN OPT
Western Kentucky gave the
tion and event schedules.
Guardian Sports Writer
Raiders a minor 5-4 win. Once
tennis (m/w. doubles, co-rec).
If.tramura! and recreational
again Cindy Mercer led the
golf (m/w). basketball (m/w. cosports has announced the followgame. 2 for 3. with a triple and
rec. 2 on 2). softball (m/w.
ing summer activ ities lor term A:
three RBl's. Pam Jones added
Entry deadline is June 16.
co-rec, 4 agains' 4), innertube
her support, 2-3 and scoring 2 of
water polo (co-rec 7 vs 7), and
Sign-up in the locker rooms of
the 5 runs.
racquetball (m/w. doubles, coRaiders closed out the tourna- the Physical Education building,
ment with a 3-5 loss to the no entrv fee is charged. All
University of Kentucky. Mandy
Wilson went 3 for 3 with one RBI
followed by Vicky Mercer who

Sports
shorts

Salary cut
in offing
(continued from page I)
Martinez.
Moore said. "We have an
opportunity to set an example...
it's nice we're setting examples
for other people. I wouldn't sit on
this board if 1 were paid, said
Moore.
The conversation turned to
Caucus' payment. "If I oidn't
have that." said Nursing representative Martinez, "money
would be my top priority. I
wouldn't have spent as much
time (on Caucus) as I have."
Budget board member ar.d
Caucus chairer candidate George
M Sideras stated, "I would not
be opposed to giving up my pay.
so lor.fi as it would not affect my
other jobs. If 1 had to go to work
and there was a Caucus meeting,
I'd go to work."
The board cut the Ombudsman's and Assistant Ombudsman's salaries from 52880 and
$1785 to a year's tuition waiver
for the Ombudsman and a three
quarter waiver for the assistant.
"We'll meet with Budget
board and sec if we can convince
them of the error of their ways."
said current Ombudsman Mark
Halstead. "Hopefully, that wiil
take care of it."
Of UCB, Sideras stated,
"they've proven to n.c they can't
handle more than SIO.COO per
program without getting tilled. I
want them out of concerts."
UCB's proposed $3200 for concerts was cut to zero; $2000 of
the money was appropriated for
lectures. Of the $400 slated for a
recognition banquet. Martinez
said "to pat themselves on the
bcck for losing all that money?"
The Guardian's budget for a
four-times-weeily. eight-page
paper was approved, as wis its
one-year rental of a Compugraphie. The Guardian and WWSU
also received approval for a
shared AP wire machine.

alSK leading in RBl's with 20 for
the season. Cathy Puka is the
Raiders' leading scorer with 16
runs, and heads up hometuns
with two for the season.
Raiders were scheduled to be

) • • • • • • • • • • «

at bat yesterday in a doubleheadheader of the week against Otterbein College at 4 pm.
er against University of Dayton.
Thursday, the women will be at
home for their sccond double-

• • • • • • • • • © • !

Co-rec softball played its first
games last week with Sxi club,
with the Clubbers and Shoes
Untied taking first place in the
Green division.
Myron's Maulers and Delphi i
Group defeated Aye Phelta Thi
and Glacial Erratics to stand first
in the Gold division.
Yellow 4>vKion winners of
their first games are Cactus
Flowers and Born Losers over
coming Delta Zeta and Chcm
Wipes.
Vc.o Box Turtles, lowering
Inferno and Ravens also won

their first games putting 7.eta
Tail Alpha. Enormo and Dairy
-\irs in fourth place.
The men'-- softball teams finished their third games of play
last week. Funky Connections,
t Way Street are standing first
and second. 2-0 and 2-1 under
the Blue men.
Leading Orange men are
Eagles. 2-0. Fear & Loathing. 2-0
and Shoes Untied 1-0. Big Daddy
Swingers and ( hem Wipes lead
the Purpl? men. 3-0 and 1-0.
Softballers are scheduled to be
in the field again Wednesday
afternoon.

university
food
services
For Week of May 2

Rathskellar
Tuesday (11 - 41
Fish Sandwich
Onion Stiv
Includes S.50 Beverage
SI.50

University Center
Wednesday ( I I I :3G & 4:30-6)
Chill
Stacked llam Sandwich
large Soda
$1.40

Crock Pot
Thusday (7:30 - 10:30)
Combination
Home Fries
Si .(H)

Ally n Hall
Friday (7:30 - 10)

1 Free Donuts
With Purhcase of Urge Coffee
S.40
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For Sale
MOTEL CLEARANCE ON
TV's, The Fairfay Motel in
Springfield is selling 70 Motorola color TVs. All TVs
have an AM/FM radio within
the set and are guaranteed to
work! For more information,
call 323-4915 or reply mailbox
R48. 4-28
GARAGE SALE. 4490 Mahler
Drive. Huber Heights. Household
sporting equipment. plants, misc. April 29
&• 30- May 1. 4-28
STEREO CASSET1E DECK
-good condition. Reasonable
price. Call 256-4348 or Mailbox H701. 4-28
GUYS! Need u m c new
clothes? 1 need some cash. I'll
sell you a due bill worth $40 to
Harvey's 35. Leave reply
mailbox 0526 or call 837-0256
after 9:00 pm. 4-28
AKC SPRINGER Spaniel puppies. 2 males. All shots,
papers and tags. WiH arrange
terms $100 each. Call 3224162 or 324-5450 or leave note
in box R529. 1-28
FOR SALE: 26 inch 3 speed
boy's bicycle. 20 inch girl's
bicycle, 1972 Nova 6 cylinder
front end damage. Needwork, new tires. It' interested
leave note in mailbox F035.
4-28
TWO SIAMESE kittens. I
male. 1 female, full-blooded
born 1-30-77. Reply mailbox
K663. 4-28
1966 MARTIN D-20-12 twelve
string guitar, excellent condition. Must sell. 767-7613 evenings or see Mike in 0-14
BH phase I. Mailbox H-150.
4-28
Sher.vood S7IOOA Stereo receiver. Excellent condition. 22
watts per channe". List: $180.
Sell: $75. No phone. Maiibox
N5C4. 4-28
DOBERMAN PUPS. AKC 9
wks old. Good blox; lines.
Lnter of 3. 2 blare females.
$150 each. 254-8231. 4-28
SEARS TIRES 2. WSW D-7814. $)5 each Less thai. 5000
miles. Call 252-0760 after S:30
pm. 4-28
BEAR HC-300 target bow
w/sight. 34 pound, excellent
condition. $125. If interested
leave note in mailbox B488.
5-3-4
FOR SALE: one kindness custom care electric curler set.
Large style (20 curlers), perfect condition, all attachments. $12. One copy only of
"The Association's Greatest
Hits." Perfect condition with
jacket and dust cover. $1.75.
Leave message in mailbox
D15i. Will consider offers. 5-3
SELLING ON'r; GOOD looking
Gitane. Grand Sport deluxe
bicycle, 21" frame, 27"
wheels, 878-5432. $100. 5-3
SUN FISH SAILBOAT: 14' Fiberglass with trailer and all
equipment. $325 firm. A146
or 254-6379. 5-3

LIKE NEW ZENITH Allegro
stereo with am-fm/eight track
record/turntable/and 2000 level speakers. Want $275 or
best offer. Call 322-6054. 5-3

APT FOR RENT: bedroom,
upper, available after May I
in Yellow Springs. 767-7613
evenings or see Mike in 0-14
BH. Mailbox H150. 4-28

FENDER Musicmastcr bass
amp. 12" speaker-good for
practice amp or beginner. 1
year old. excellent condition.
$100. Call 873-2519 or mailbox
0658. 5-3

ROOMMATE(S) wanted to
share farmhouse with icuple.
located 5 miies from WSU.
Acres of open space. Animals,
garden, liberal atmosphere.
Rent is $7S per month plus
third utilities. Call 236-2076.
5-3

Automobiles
1974 LF.MANS. 350 CI. 2bhl.
automatic. power
brakes,
power steering, aid cond.
cragcrs, new fire*. 35.000 mi.
Chocolate brown, brow n interior. Vers sharp. $3,100. Call
879-4985. or 873-2920 after 4
pm. 4-7
1968 OPAL station wagon.
1500 cc 4 spd. trans, tires and
body good-good gas milage,
clean interior. $40C. 252-3915.
Gary. 4-28
FOR SALE '67 Olds Cutlass.
Average shape. Bands need
some work. $500 ' r best offer.
If interested leave message at
252-8453 or call 228-1418 after
6 pm. 4-28
1975 TOYOTA Celica-GT 5speed stick, blue metallic/
white vinyl top. am-fm stereo,
full instrumentation. 18.00C
miles. Like new. Leave reply
mailbox 0526 or call 837-0256
after 9 pm. 5-3
1970 CAMARO 307, 3 spd.
Excellent running cond. new
parts; looks good: must sell
$1175. Call 256-5245 eves. 5-3
1965 BUICK Wildcat, excel
lent condition. $450 or best
offer. Call 252-8327 or box
L42I. 5-3
67 VW BUG reliable trans
portation. Big engine. Asking
$350. 848-4396 after 5 pm. 5-3
t>9 FORD GALAXY station
wagon: V-8, auto transmission. PS, PB, radio. Call
878-4901 after S:00 pm. 5-3
FOR SALE: 71 Camaro, 3 spd.
am-fm-8 track stereo, rear
cragers. needs some body
work, engine just
been
checked. Call Paul at 878-5019
or L618 of mailboxes, 5-3
FOR SALE: 1970 MGB Road
ster 40.000 miles. Very nice
condition, new paint job-red
with biack convertible top,
wire wheels with good michelin and purrelli tires, mechanically very good-new rebuilt
brake system. Selling to restore Austin Hcaly. Asking
$1450. Contact George at 4332188 or mailbox 0591. 5-3
FOR SALE: 1975 Yamaha 350
cc motorcycle. Showroom conditioi.'/ Less than 1000 miles.
$8*0 firm. Call 667-6785 (after
7:00 weekdays) or leave note
in mailbox F139. 5-3

la?
AM LOOKING FOR male
roommate to help find and
share apt or house. Straight.
Call 256-5094 or leave note in
box 038. 4-28

GAY MALE needs person to
share large two bedroom apartmcn! cheap. Call 278-0950
and keep trying or leave message in G548. 5-3
MALI STUDENT has apt to
share, great place. 20 min
from WSU. Veranda, fireplace, two bdrms. hardwood
doors, etc. Very spacious,
with comfy and mellow atmosphere. Furnished in Early
Salvation Army, but other
furniture welcome. Want: an
amiable straight male, student who accepts responsibility. Dennis. 277-6943. 5-3
NEAT, quiet female to share
house with male and femalenon-smoker. Near WSU and
WPAFB. $1130 mo. 879-1208.
5-3

Help Wanted
NEED 3 RESPONSIBLE ladies to work at Little Abner's
Cocktail Lounge. Part-time
nights, no experience necessary. Must be 21 or over.
Have transposition, well
groomed and good attitude.
Call Ron STocktonat 236-7350
from 11 am-2 pm. 4-28-4
COCKTAIL Waitress needed,
weekends especially, parttime, fulltii.-.c. nights, good
disco dub. Call 429-2255. 5-3
WANTED:
Houseclcaning
person. Northwest Dayton.
2.50 per hr. 5 hours per week
to be arranged—Call 3050. 5-3
COMPUTER SCIENCE major
interested in electronics to
install and test small computer systems. Must have at
least 10 free hours per week
and l year 'til graduation. See
Prof Throckmorton, 452A Al
lyn Hall. 4-28

•M*l* LZOIin<I
LOST--1 pair
photo gray,
rims, brown
879-4985 or
4:00 pm. 4-7

of eye glasses,
brown plastic
case, reward.
873-2920 after

FOUND: Calculator outside
119 Fawcett Mon., April 25 at
II pm. Please place description
PI 4 or call 236-3629 to
claim. 4-28
REWARD FOR RETURN of
cross-gold ink pen. with rose
design, in leather rase. Lost
April 13 in Allyn lounge.
Contact mailbox J231. 5-3

Services
TUTORING. Chemistry. Some
math. Dr. Finier. 298-2088
4-S2-7

Miggeuanegua
RECENT ISSUES OF Akwesasne Notes, an American
Indian Newspaper, arc available (50 cents per issue) in
Millett Lobby on Mondays
from 2:30-4, and on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 3:304:30. Notes is the official
paper for the American Indian
Movement (AIM), 4-21
NEWSFLASH! All of the
rocks on campus, that have
any character, have all been
kidnapped! Who would do
such a thing? For more info,
tune in our miscellaneous ad.
4-28
NEWSFLASH; It has been
reported that Pi Kappa Phi is
behind the rocknapping and
plans to ransom these rocks
on May 6 for only 25 cents per
rock.
How awful I
How
terrible! How absurd! 4-28
NEWSFLASH:
Seriously,
folks, the GREAT PI KAPPA
PHI ROCK SALE will be held
on May 6.
Proceeds to
charity. Prices start at 25
cents a rock. 4-28
WATCH OUT WSU: The
members of group analysis
society are invading. Signed
Street Dancer. Robin and
Maddag. Computerman and
Programmer.
Boom-Boom,
Drinking Buddy, Sparkless,
and the Gang. 4-28
THE VEO is looking for a few
men and women students and
faculty or whatever for the
May Daze third annual Klinger Drag Race, second annua!
Hot-Lips Race, first annual
co-rec Mash (relays sign ups
start May 2). 4-28
SORRY FANS! Due to an
unexpected rush we are no
longer able to supply you with
white mice. Wait till next
Mardi Gras and try again.
Meanwhile, try taping phacochcres to your forehead. 4-28
WHAT'S
Stringy,
sticky,
comes out of a can and gets
tangled in your hair? Serious
replies only to Kim 0594. 4-28
INTERESTED IN LOW cost
travel? Do you like backpacking, canoeing, hiking, caving?
Come jot" us! For more info
leave name and/or mailbox no
in K703. 4-28
CHESS CLUB MEETING every Friday, 1-6 pm, Lower
Hearth Lounge next to Rathskeller. Everyone welcome,
bring your own chess sets,
have fun with other chess
piayers. See you there! 5 3
FREE TO GOOD HOME-Kittens, 10 weeks old, litter box
trained. Call 429-0436. 5-3
NEED A GOOD watch dog?
He is small but very obedient
and very playful. Could be a
good hunter if you have the
time to work with him. Jus!
too much for my small apartment. Free, complete with
dog house. Call 873-2576-ask
for Katie. 5-3

RIDE NEEDED to France
around June 10 Will help
share in rowing and expenses.
Great opportunity to get good
tan! 5-3
ART MAJOR (or anyone who
can draw) who has read Tolkien's The Lord of the flings
would like your help in creating a T-shirt design. Contact
Debbie H2I5. 5-3
< ONCKRT is happening at
Wrighi State 5-27-77. Come
and ro> k and roll in the Quail
5.11:30 pm. 5-3
MAKE MORE thjm spending
moncy-the sky is the limit,
rhis is sumcthing special. A
national product. Call after 5
pm 29.1-0844. 5-3-5-10
AVAILABLE, tall, dark haired
mustache. Illinois farm boy.
wants to meet a down home
farm girl to share a nice warm
hay stack with, a little down
home atmosphere to break the
Spring fever. Contact mailbox
0690. 5-3
A 5'11" man, handsome, domineering. intelligent transplant from Chicago. A chem
major who would like to get
into
orgasmic
-hemistrv.
Need help to find the reaction.
Sequence reply P264. 5-3
NEEDED: one farm bed or
flat bed truck for a church to
build a float for 4th of July. If
you can help c?ll 426-34164 or
leave a note in mailbox G29I.
Please hurry! 5-3
ATTENTION WSU! We have
kidnapped all the rocks with
character from Wright State
University, if you ever want to
see them alive again, you will
show up at our booth on
Friday, May 6 and ransom
them back! More details in
miscellaneous! 5-3
GET YOUR ROCKS off (at the
Great Pi Kapp Rock Sale)! We
have 170 rocks to sell you,
starting at the low, everyday
price of 25 cents. Proceeds go
to buy playground equipment
for a school of mentally handicapped children. The date is
Friday, May 6. Be there!
(Please?) 5-3
ATTENTION WSU! Show up
at the Great Rock Sale booth
on Friday. May 6 and pay the
ransom on these rocks, or
we'll do something drasticl
And you wouldn't want that
or your consicence. would
you? More details in Personals. 5-3

&
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Donald.
Love, Blondie. 4-28-2
PHI TAU's: Next time try
cheap paint and spray paint
your letiers on. and be sure to
guard it from those rack
peeling Kappa's. 4-28
TO THE VEO Swimming team
Popeye, Steve B. Don, Sieve
G, Fingers. Paul, and Fuzzy,
and to Sal. Kurt. Kal, Ozzie,
Louise: Thanks for your support and participation. 5-3-1

